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Quick caution about SHUTTERS
Posted by libertondm - 2009/07/12 22:15

_____________________________________

Sorry if I'm the only one that didn't know this, but.....
The Shutters that are sold as a bonus to the ABS 2 set are AMAZING. Fully functional, with tiny little
slots on the back through which fits this tiny little bar to hold the shutters shut...an unbelievably small
piece THAT CAN EASILY BE OVERLOOKED AND LOST. :(
I wasn't aware of this bar when I opened my shutters (at someone else's house). I only opened one set,
and the bar was apparently not in place, because my shutters just popped open and swung freely.
When I got home and opened the other shutters, I saw that the remaining three had this little rod. Rod
#1 is gone forever. :(
Will this affect my gameplay? Not in the least. Absolutely no impact on performance as far as I can
imagine. I'm just picky, and it bugs me that I lost this without even knowing that I needed to be careful
about it. So, hopefully someone else will read this and be cautious when opening their shutters.
============================================================================

Quick caution about SHUTTERS
Posted by thenorthman - 2009/07/14 17:38

_____________________________________

Yea I lost two or three of the bars on my first shutters set I got in an ebay auction. I was a little
disappointed but hey if one was ambitious enough they could make some out of real wood that fit them
and then stain them properly.
Sean
============================================================================

Quick caution about SHUTTERS
Posted by thenorthman - 2009/07/14 17:42

_____________________________________

Just confirmed I have lost two of the bars. Unfortunately they probably went away with the box.
BEFORE I decided to start keeping the box for resale value if needed. I am also missing the bamboo
door way that comes with the Cavernous Lake Expansion set. Not sure HOW I managed that but that is
the case. It was a quick GENCON packing job I think on my part.
Sean
============================================================================
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